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MEASUREMENT OF 'I'BE IONIZATION YIELD OF LOW 
ENERGY ATOMIC PARTICLES IN OASES* 
by 
Ralph Lowry and. Glenn H. Miller 
From the Departrrent of Physics 
Iowa State College 
ABSTRACT 
v 
The purpose of this investigation was to study the total ionization 
yield of. charged atomic particles in gases for energies in the range of a 
few to 250 kevo A large cylindrical ionization chamber was used for this 
study. The charged particles were selected from the kevatron team by a 
magnetic and an electrostatic analyzer and entered the chamber b,y means 
of a 0..,004 inch diameter open windo·wo A differential pumping system per-
mitted pressures up to 10 mm Hg to be maintained in the chamber. The 
chamber was alternately operated as a proportional counter and an ion-
ization chamber to measure the rate with which the primary it;ms entered 
the chamber and the ionization produced by them, re~.pectively. A -detailed 
description of the apparatus and measuring technique.are given. 
The ionization yields of protons in nitrogen were measured as a pre-
liminar,y test of the feasibility of the experimental method and to e.heck 
the perfonnance of the apparatus., The results of these measuremerlt;s were 
subject to large uncertainties but indicated a straight ~ine relation 
between ionization yield and energy for energies above 75 k~v. ' The slope 
of the line corresponded to 36o6 ev/ipo 
More precise measurements were made of tm ionization yi~ld of protons 
in argono The ~sults indicated that any deviation from a ~near relation 
between ionization yield and energy was small for energies above 25 kev. 
The slope of a least squares plot of the data corresponded to 26e5 ev/ip. 
The straight line representi ng the least squares plot intercepted the 
energy axis at lo4 kev indicating a slight ionization defect for protons 
in argon. 
rt was concluded that the apparatus and measuring technique had proven 
to be relatively successful and perhaps adequate to continue with an in-
vestigation of more interesting combinations of ions and gases. 
*This report is based on a Ph ~ D. thesis by Ralph A. Lowry submitted Jnne, 
1955, to Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. This wo.rk was dom under contract 
with the Atomic Energy Comm~ssiono 
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INTRODUCTION 
Ionization of gases by charged atomic particles has been studied 
both experimentally and theoretically for many years, especially in re-
gard to the relation between the energy of the particle and the total 
ionization produced. The total ionization produced has often been used 
1 
as a ooans of determining the energy of a charged particle. Much of the 
experimental work in this field has been concerned with the light nuclear 
particles: alpha particles, protons, and deuterons. In most cases these 
particles were produced by natural radioactive sources or b,y induced nu-
clear reactions; consequently, the energies of the particles were generally 
abdve 0.5 ·Mev. 
There has also been considerable interest in the ionization yield of 
lower energy particles, particularly heavier atomic particles such as argon 
ions. Ionization is one of the fundamental energy loss processes for .· 
.charged particles and it is in this low energy region thS.t the · competing 
process of elastic scattering becomes significant. Much attention has 
recently been given to the ionization yield of low energy recoil gas 
atoms such as those produoed by neutrons on one extreme and by fission 
fragments on the other. The ionization yield of a fission · fragment may 
depend considerably upon the secondary ionization by recoil gas atoms. 
Likewise, radiological effects are brought about, in part, by the . ion-
ization produced by low energy recoil atoms. Accordingly, there .is a 
demand in these fields for further information on the ionization yield 
of low energy ions. : · 
Experimental results for the ionization yield of atomic particles in 
the lower energy region are extremely few and contradictory. This has 
been due largely to experimental difficulties and inadequacies in avail-
able experimental methods. The need for further measurements in this low 
energy region was apparent. Accordingly, it was the purpose of the work 
reported herein to develop the apparatus and a technique for the measure-
ment of the ionization yield of charged atomic particles in gases for 
energies in the range of a few to 300 kev. Preliminary studies were made 
of the ionization yield of . protons in nitrogen and argon gases. This 
work was considered a prelude to a continued investig?tion of the ion-
ization yield of hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, ani argon ions in hydrogen, 
helium, nitrogen, air, argon, and possibly other gases. Eventually, it 
would be of interest to proceed to a study of the differential ionization 
yields. From the results of the differ'ential measurements, the c:ross 
section for total ionization could be determined. 
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SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
A. Energy Loss by Charged Particles Passing through a Gas 
An excellent comprehensive review of both the theoretical and ex-
perimental aspects of energy loss by charged particles passing through 
matter .has been presented by Be the and Ashkin (1). A more recent survey 
of experimental results has been published by Allison and vJarshaw (2). 
Theoretical discussions by Bohr (3) give more attention to extremely low 
velocity and much heavier particles .• 
The three primary mechanisms by which a fast charged atomic particle 
loses· its energy as it passes through a gas are briefly summarized below. 
In the discussions which are to follow, reference to the velocity of the 
incident particle will, in general, be relative to the velocity of the 
electron in the first Bohr orbit of the hydrogen atom, 
v0• =· e2 /h = 2.2 x 108 em/sec. 
Thus, a high velocity particle vrill imply v >) v0 and a very low velocity 
particle, V(.(._ v0 o 
1. Elastic collisions 
When an energetic charged particle is scattered by the nuclear coulomb 
field of a gas atom, the atom recoils and takes away part of the energy. 
This mode of energy loss becomes significant only at very low velocities 
and depends upon the maximum energy transfer possible. The frequency of 
such collisions is governed by the well-known Rutherford scattering formula. 
2. Charge exchange 
An ion moving with a velocity ccmparable to the velociti.es of its own 
orbital electrons will continually capture and lose electrons. The net 
effect of one capture-loss cycle is . that one gas atom has been ionized. 
Hence, the primary ion must have lost at least an energy equal to the first 
ionization potential of the gas. The extensive experimental and theoretical 
literature on the capture and loss of electrons has been reviewed by Allison 
and Warshaw (2). The general theoretical principles are discussed by 
Bohr (J). 
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3· Inelastic collisions 
At energies for which the velocity of the incident particle is large, 
inelastic collisions with the gas atoms resulting in excitation and ion-
ization account for practicallY all of the energy loss. The slowing down 
process in this energy region has been theoretically treated by .Eethe (4) • 
.Eethe 1 s treatment of the energy loss is based on the Born approximation 
applied to collisions between the heavy parti.cle and the atomic electrons. 
However, wren the charged particle Is slow enough to capture electrons the 
theoretical problem becomes extremely difficult. 
B. Ionization Theory 
The most practical aspect of ionization studies is the relation be-
tween the total ionization yield and the energy of the incident particle. 
The quantity of the greatest practical jjnportance is the average energy 
per ion pa~r W which is obtained by dividend the total energy E of the 
incident particle by I the total number of ion pairs produced: 
W. = E/I .• 
A theoretically more significant quantity is the energyW' per ion pair 
for a small change in particle energy: 
W1 ~ clE/di • 
A proposed ionization yield curve is illustrated in Fig. 1. At sufficiently 
high energies, W1 approaches a constant value. In this energy region the 
energy of the incident particle may be expressed by the simple relation 
E = Eo + W'I , 
The quantity En is sometimes referred to as an ionization defect and is a 
function of both the gas and the type of incident particle. 
The contributions to the total ionization yield of a charged particle 
may be distinguished as either primary or secondary. The ionization pro-
duced. by direct collisions between the incident particle and the electrons 
of the gas atoms will be referred to as primary ionization, wrereas ion-
ization resulting from other processes will be designated as secondary 
ionization. 
1. Primary ionization 
The primary ionization yield depends on the ionization cross section 
for the incident particle and i ncludes ioni.d~:;t;ion resulting fran charge 
exchange. Calculations of the cross sections for primary ionization have 
been made for hydrogen atoms by Bethe (4). More recently Bates and 
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Griffing (5,6,7) .have computed the cross sections for excitation and ion-
ization of hydrogen atoms by protons and hydrogen atoms. Moiseiwitsch and 
Stewart (8) have ' published theoretical cross sections for excitation of 
helium atoms in fast encounters with hydrogen atoms, protons, and helium 
ions. The results of these calculations illustrate excitation and ion-
ization as compe~ing processes of energy loss. At high velocities the 
ratio of the energy losses by the two processes approaches a constant 
value for a given gas and does not va~ significantly for different 
particles of the · same velocity. However at lower velocities the ratio 
of ionization to · excitation l osses does not remain constant and at 
sufficient~ low velocities may result in a significant variation of W' 
with energy. H~ever, such conclusions remain speculative until further 
calculations are ·made or additional experimental results become available. 
At very low ·velocities where the ionization cross section is decreasing 
rapidly with energy, the competing process of elastic collision~ between 
the incident particle and the gas atoms becomes of increasing importance 
and will eventuaily dominate as a. mode of energy loss. At intermediate 
velocities, charge exchange may become an important mechanism for ion-
ization and energy loss. The effect of charge exchange becomes negligible 
at extremely high velocities and extremely low velocities since under 
these conditions : the incident particle is either completeiy charged or 
completely neutral, respectively. For a particle with a largf' nuclear 
charge such as a fission fragment, charge exchange may occur over most of 
its range. 
2. Secondary ionization 
When a charged particle is stopped in a gas, further ionization may 
be produced by secondary processes. Such processes include ionization 
by electrons ejeoted by primary collisions, ionization by recoil gas 
atoms, and ionization ?Y atomic collisions of the second kind. 
. . :- . "~ . .,;;;~ .. ~ . . . 
In every primary ionization colliSion between~ a . .'charged particle and 
an atom, one or more electrons are ejected. A small fraction of these 
electrons will have energies greater than the ionization potential ·of ·the 
gas and will/ be responsible for most of the second~ry ionization. To 
estimate th~·s secondary ionization it is necessary· to examine the number 
and energy ,distribution of the electrons ejected in primary collisions. 
Such dist~ibutio~s have been disxussed ~Y Bethe and Ashkin (1) and have . 
been speqifically calculated fqrprotons in hydrogen by Bates and Griffing 
(5). The maximum energy of t,he ejected electrons will be approxinately 
4(m/M)E corresponding to a ;rra.ximl..lill; velocity of twice the veioc:i.ty o.f the 
incid~nt heavy particle. , · 
) / 
. / 
· The significance pf sec;Qnda;ry ionization by recoil gas atoms has been 
discussed by Knipp and Ling (9). ~hen the velocity of the incident particle 
falls below a velocity of the order of vo, energy loss to recoiling atoms 
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predominates. Ionization then proceeds by means of secondaT,1 ionization 
arising from recoil atoms. If the efficiency of ionization for these 
secondary heavy pa.rti~les is low, the over-all efficiency for the prq-
duction of ion pairs is greatly reduced. A very heavy particle such as 
an argon ion, with a velocity of vo, _has an energy of the order of a 
million electron volts, whereas a proton of this velocity has an energy 
of 2.5 kev. Hence, the energy which fails to give rise to ionization for 
a heavy particle can be rather large if the efficiency of ionization by 
recoil gas atoms .is low. The efficiency of the recoil particle will de-
pend on the energy transfeJ:Ted to it. The maximum energy transferred in 
Fn elastic collision is 
Er1' = 4MM'E/(M + M')2 
where M and M' are the masses of the particle and gas atom, respectively. 
' Generally, atomic collisions of the second kind are significant as 
a source of secondary ionization only in the case of gas mixtures wbere 
the ionization potential of one gas is less than the excitation levels 
of the other. Collisions of the second kind involve the transfer of 
potential energy of excitation !rom one of the interacting particles 
to the other. They can be ,-represented by the equation 
A* • B~ A • I# • ~ 
where the starred letter represents atcms in some excited state, ani tf 
is the ~o' called energy discrepancyp If the ionization potential of the 
second gas atOJJIL is less than the excitation erergy· of the o~r then 
ionization may result: I · 
A* • B -7 A + B• + e • 
Jesse and Sadauskis (10,11) have discussed the importance of this process 
in producing secondary ionization in mixtures of noble gases. Here the 
ionization results from a transfer of energy from the metastable states 
of one noble gas to the atoms of another noble gas or to the atoms of. same 
contaminating gas. Cross sections for collisions of the second kind can 
be calculated approximately, and are discussed by Massey and ~hop (12}. 
Similar types of collisions resulting in ionization can occur between an 
excited or ionized gas atom and the chamber walls or the surfaces of the 
electrodes. This phenomenon has also been ·discussed b,y Massey and Burhop (12). 
c. Survey of Experimental Results 
Literature upon the subject of experimental investigation ~f the 
ionization yield of eriergetic charged particles in gases is extremely 
voluminous. A review of the experimental results up to 1944 has been 
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given by Gray ( 13), and a more recent stmrrna ry may be found by ·· Be the and 
Ashkin (1). Massey and l3urhop (12) have discussed the experimenteil re-
sults for very low energy ions. Many contradictory results are found in 
the literature. Perhaps the most significant work in regard to clarifying 
this highly confused subject has been that of Jesse, ~ al. In 1950, 
Jes se, Forstat, and Saciauskis (14) provided evidence that for alpha particles 
in the energy range of 1 to 9 Mev there -was no rreasureable change in the 
average energy per ion pair in argon. They compared this 'With the alpha 
ionization in air from the work of Stette.r (15) 1v-.frl,ch showed a marked in-
crease in \v as zero alpha energy 1oras approached. 
Jesse and Sadauskis (10) also established the importance of the effect 
of minute quanti ties of impurities in noble gases and accounted for this 
effect by atomic collisions of the second kind. Jesse and Sadauskis (11) 
have made precise measurements of W for alpha particles in carefu~ 
purified samples of the five noble 2ases, air, carbon dioxide, hydroGen, 
oxygen, nitrogen, and several hydrocarbons. The average energy per ion 
pair for alpha particles in many of these same gases has been measured by 
Bortner and Hurst (16); Sharpe (17); Valentine and Curran (18); Hae'berli, 
Huber, and Baldinger (19); J?ertolini, Bettoni, and Bisi (20); and Henvig 
and Miller (21). The ionization yields of alpha particles in mixtutBs 
of gases have been measured by Bertolini, Bettoni, and Bisi (22); Bortner 
and Hurst (16); and Melton, Hurst, and Bortner (23). 
Recently, Curtis (24) has investieated the ionization yield of the 
particles from the reaction Bl0(n,d\)Li'f relative to the Po alpha particle. 
The energies of the alpha and Li recoil were 1.47 and 0.84 Nev, respectively. 
This investigation was carried out for pure argon and argon plus small 
percentages of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. In pure argon the results for 
the alpha particle showed no deviation from a proportionality between the 
energy and ionization but there was evidence of a slight deviation in the 
gas mixtures. However, for .the Li recoil there was a definite ,deviation 
for all three gases, being smallest for pure argon and large st for a "'~on 
plus carbon dioxide. These results were compared with those of Hawc"l ( 25); 
a nd Rhodes, Franzen, and Stephens (26) who also studied the ionization 
yield of this reaction in argon plus a small percentage of 'carbon dinxide. 
The results of ·these latter investigations indicated a departure froro 
linearity in the relation between ionization and energy. Facchini; G?,t ti, 
and Germagnoli (27) studied the ionization yield in purifieQ. argon bf the 
particles from the reaction Lib(n" )H3 in ~vhich the alpha particle hns 
an energy of 2~06 Mev and the triton an energy of 2. 75 I1ev. Their rec-•1lt.s 
verified a linear relation between ioniza tion and energy. 
Franzen, Halpern, an~ Stephens (28) n~asured. the total ionization pro-
duced by the reactions HeJ(n,p) and Nl4(n,p) in a gas mixture consisting 
mainly of argon. The reaction _ energies were 766 arid 630 kev·, respectively. 
Comparison with Po alpha particles supported the assumption of a proportion-
ality betv1een energy and the ionization in argon independent of particle 
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type. Leachman (29), Herwig and Miller (30), and Schmitt {31) have studied 
the relative ionization yield of fissi.on fragments and, in general, agree 
that the ionization yield depends upon the mass of the particle, being 
different for the light and heavy fragment. The average energy per ion 
pair was found to be higher for these heavy- particles than for alpha particles 
and the ratio depended on the type of gas. 
In the 1944 review by Gray (13) the works of Jentschk~ (32) and Gerthsen 
(33) were the most pertinent to the present experiment. Jentschke investi-
gated the specific ionization-range relation in nitrogen for individual pro-
tons with ranges between 10 and 70 em. By integrating to get the total , 
ionization ani then extrapolating this result to air, he obtained 35.9 ev . 
as the average energy per ion pair for 7 o56 Mev protons. Oerthsen measured 
the total ionization of proton beams with energies in the range of 27 to 
45 kev and noted no departure from 36 ev/ip for the value of W in air. 
Gerthsen also found that the ionization yield in hydrogen for protons in 
this same energy range was about the same as in air. Measurements by, 
Stetter and Jentschke (34) for 470 kev protons in hydrogen gave 32.6 ev/ip. 
Gray combined these results with some data for photo-protons from deuterium 
and concluded that fot energies above about 25 kev the average energy per 
ion pair for protons in hydrogen was 35 ! 1.5 ev. 
Tunnicliffe and Ward (35) studied the relative ionization yield of 
protons, deuterons, and alpha particles by means of a proportional counter 
filled with a mixture • of argon and methane. The energetic particles were 
produced as neutron recoils. From the. results it was inferred that for 
protons with energies between 200 and 500 kev the ionization was propor-
tional to tne energy. · For energies between 200 and 400 kev the total ioniza-
tion produced by protons in argon was about 8 percent greater than that of 
alpha particles of equal energy. The range of particle energies investi-
gated was not large enough . to prove conclusive~y that the value ~ of W was 
also a function of particle energy, although the results favored this 
interpretation. · 
Massey and Burhop (12) have summarized the experimental data avail-
able on cross sections for _ionization by positive· ions and neutral atoms 
v-Jith energies within the near adiabatic region, v < v0• Ionization cross 
sections for helium atoms and ions in helium have been measured by Rostagni 
(36), Be~ (37), Rudnick (38), and Keene (39}. Measurements of the ioniza-
tion cross sections of rare gas atoms by collisions with their own ions 
have been made by Rcistagni (36), Berry (37), and Bathe (40) and for argon 
ions in hydrogen by Wolf (41) • . Although tl!lere was large disagreement in the 
absolute .magnitude of : the ' resqlts of various investigators·, their results 
agreed in giving cross sections with consistent variation with relative 
velocity. The most recent measurements in this near adiabatic region have 
been by Keeneo He . inyestigated the ioniza.tion cross sections for hydrogen 
and heltum i'ons in hlO,rogen ~nd helium in the energy range of 3 to 35 kev. 
'Ihe . probable errors we~ so,mewhat la:rge; 15 percent for ions in hydrogen 
and 20 percent for ions in helium. 
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EXPEffiMENTAL JYJETHOD 
Several difficulties were encountered in the development of a 
successful technique for measuring the ionization yield of atomic . particles 
with energies belo1.1 300 kevo . The first of these problems was that o;f 
getting the low ~nergy particles into an ionization chamber. In cases 
vJhere studies have been made with alpha particles, neutron recoils, or 
particles from nuclear reactions, the sources of particles were usually 
contained within the ionization chamber. However, in order to investigate 
this low velocity region over a continuous energy range, it was necessary 
to resort to an ion accelerator as a source of charged particleso Large 
energy losses, straggling, and contaminating deposits of pump oil dis-
couraged the use of windows of thin foils or organic films. Consequently, 
it ~s proposed that the primary ions be admitted into the ionization . ' "" 
chamber by means of an open window. This required the use of a continuous 
flow chamber which had to be operated at very low pressure • 
.. A second problem concerned the · me.~surein:Eni~.'·."of the small quantity of 
ionization produced by charged particles below 300 kev. The method vJhich, 
is generally·employed for particles above 0.5 Mev consists of studying 
individual particles by collecting their ionization on isolated electrodes 
and measuring the change in potential of these electrodes.* This potential 
change is usually observed as a voltage pulse of height 
V = q/C r 
where q is the ionization produced by a single particle and C is the 
capacitance of the electrode. However, at lower energies the charge 
collected vJOuld be too small to permit the height of the pulse to be 
determined accuratelyo For example, the pulse height for a 50 kev proton, 
where C is 33 micromicrofarads and W is 30 ev/ip, wauld be approximately 
8 microvolts. This is of the same order of magnitude ·as the noise at 
the input of most pulse amplifiers which are used with ionization chambers .. 
There are two ways to obtain a quantity of charge which can be measured 
with a satisfactory degree of precision. One such way would be to multiply 
the ionization as is done in a ~roportional counter. The other way would 
be to integrate the ionization produced by several particles. For the 
experiment at hand the latter rnethorl was chosen since it did not require 
knowledge of the elusive multiplication factor for the chamber and gas. 
The choice of this rrethod, however, introduced another difficulty, 
J!. 
"Very comprehensive accounts of the principles of operation and 
construction of ionization chambers and counters have been published 
by Wilkinson (42), Rossi and Staub (43), and Corson and Wilson (44). 
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Since a single particle. was no longer being studied it was necessary to 
detennine the number of particles produc.ing' the ionization which was 
measured<~ · '· ' .. 
Several alternate methods of determining the incident particle rate 
were tried. The ionization chamber was is()1ated and used as a Faraday 
cage whereby the net current into it was proportional to the incident 
particle rate. Howev~r, this method had tWo serious difficulties \ 
associated with it. ..lt was necessary to know the average charge of' the 
incident particles as'' they entered the chamber. The charge state of 
an ion has been found to be a function of its energy and the type of 
gas.~'" Furthennore, it was ext:retnely difficult to distinguish between 
the primary particles and the se'condary particles whicll were present 
in the vicinity of the open window. Failure to eliminate the effects 
of these secondary charged pa,rticles caused this method of ~asurement • 
to be discarded. Another metho4 consisted of establishing a correlat ion 
between the current to a beam stop in front of tlle entrance to the chamber 
and the rate at which the incident particles entered the chamber. This 
method was tried briefly but without success. Since the beam stop and 
aperture 1-Iei"e later found to 00 improperly aligned, thiS method might 
warra.rit further investigation. The method which was finally adopted for 
determining the incident particle rate consisted of detecting and counting 
individual~ the particles which entered the chamber. This, of course, 
assumed that the low energy secondary particles would not be detected. 
Some of the devices which were considered for detecting and counting 
the inci.dent particles were an electron multiplier, a scintillation 
counter, and a proportional counter. · Although there were advantages 
to each of these methods, the idea of using a proportional counter was 
mo~ readily adaptable to the proposed experimental arrangement. It was 
possible to operate the ionization chamber alternatively as a proportion-
al counter. 
The experimental method may be summarized as follo~s: A beam of 
ions of known energy from the kevatron was admitted into the ionization 
chamber through a 0.004 ·inch diameter open window. The chamber was 
cylindrical with the center electrode off center. The electrons and 
ne gative ions produced in the iohization processes were collected on the 
outer electrode and measured as a current with a vibrating reed elec.;.. 
trometer. To determine the rate at which the primar,y ions entered the 
chamber, it was operated alternately as a proportional counter by which 
each primary particle entering the chambe~ was detected and counted. Thus, 
the ionization yield Y (in coulombs per primary ion) was ·computed by the 
*Some recent experimental st]ldies of the charge states of ion beams 
in gases have be~n made' bY !tibe (45), Kanher (46), Snitzer (47), and Stier, 
Barnett, and Evaris (48). 
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equation 
y _ ionization current , 
- count rate 
and the average energy per ion pair 
w = E x 1.6 x 1o-19 (ev/ip) , 
where E was the energy of the incident particle in electron volts. 
APPARATUS 
A. Kevatron 
The ion beams studied in this experiment vJere produced by the kevatron, 
a 300 kv linear de accelerator. The accelerating potential -vms supplied 
by a cascade of two conventional doubling circuitso This potential could 
be continuously varied from 0 to 300 kv by a variable auto:..transformer which 
supplied the primary voltage. 'tclhen the kevatron was operated at 150 kv · · 
and with a beam current of less than 0.1 rna, the ripple on the accelerating 
potential v.ras observed to be a bout 500 volts and predominantly 120 ,cps . 
As the beam current wa s increased to 0 .6 rna the ripple incre<Jsed to about 
700 volts. 
The stability of the accelerating potential required considerable 
attention. The ac line toltage, although supplied from a 220 volt Sta biline 
regulator, wa s not sufficiently constant at times. For potentials above 
200 kv, the corona from the high voltage supply became very troublesome,. 
There were apparently other undetermined sources of instability. 
A reasonably successful attempt >-ra s made to automatically regulate 
the kevatron energy.. A schematic diagram of the regulating system is 
shovm in Fi g., 2. An error signal was derived from an insulated exit 
slit a s sembly for the magnetic analyzer. When the energy of the beam 
change d, the current to the two sides of the slit became unbalancedo The 
resulting diffe rence in potential of the two slit plates was amplified 
with a de difference amplifier (49). This si gnal was used to control the 
saturating current in the saturable core reactor which in turn could be 
used to control an incren~nt of t he prL~ary voltage of the high voltage 
supply. This fine control of the accelerating potential was acc~1plished 
, by instnlling a filament transf ormer with its secondary i-rinding in series 
with the output of the main control auto-transfo~er; The primary current 
of the filament transformer could be controlled either automatically by 
the saturable core reactor or manually by a variable auto-transf orme r. 
This fine control provided a means of very accurately adjusting the energy 
of the beam, ' 
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It was somewhat difficult to give a quantitative evaluation of the 
performance .of the regulator since it depended directly upon the beam 
conditions. In general, it could be relied upon to keep the average 
energy constant to within 0.5 percent, reing better at low energies than 
at the higher energle$. Since the kevatron beam was seldom centered with 
respect to the exit slit of the magnetic analyzer, the regulator was 
sensitive to the beam intensity. This caused the variations in beam 
intensity to actually be amplified .and proved to be a serious disadvantage 
for this method of regulation. 
The focusing and intensity of the beam depended largely upon the ion 
source (50). The very small bean, currents required by the experiment per-
mitted the ion source to be operated with both: the probe and first electrode 
at the potential of the ion source case. Thus, two variables which might 
have caused the beam intensity to drift were eliminated. Under these 
latter conditions the drift in the beam intensity >-IaS caused aJmost en-
tirely by variations in the pressure in the ion source or arc conditions. 
These variations were finally made to be quite small. , Random variati ons 
in the position and focusing of the beam were often troublesome and 
warrant further attention. 
B. Magnetic Analyzer 
The desired ion component of the kevatron beam was selected by 
magnetic analysis':"· The magnetic analyzer was of the conventional design 
used in mass spectrometers (51). The pole pieces were wedge shaped 
corresponding to an angle of deflection of 27 degrees. The radius of 
curvature of the iOn trajector,y was 12.7 inches, the distance from the 
entrance slit to the virtual pole face was 5 feet, and the distance from 
the virtual pole face to the exit slit was 4 feet. The theoretical re-
solving power for slit widths of 0 .• 125 inch was approximately 200 o 
The magnet coils and current ' supply were capable of producing a 
maximmn field of approximately 5000 gauss in the 1 inch gap between the 
pole pieces. This field was sufficient to deflect 0.5 Mev deuterons 
through the geometrical arrangement specified above. The current control 
for the magnet maintained the current in the coils constant to within 
0.1 percent for periods of 8 hours t>r more. By varying the current and 
switching coils the field strength 1could be varied continuously from 490 
to 5300 gauss . 
C. Electrostatic Analyzer . 
The energy of the ion component selected by the magnetic analyzer 
~..ras determined by means of electrostatic deflection. The electrostatic 
analyzer (52) deflected the ion beam through a 120 degre·e arc with a mean 
radius of 10 inches. This deflection was produced by a radial electric 
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field between two curved metal plates spaced 0.382 inch apart. The const ant 
for t his analyzer was 13.13 + 0.10. Thus, an ion having a charge Z and an 
energy E trave rsed the analyzer .only if the potential between the deflection 
plates was E/( Z x 13.13). This ponstant was calculated from the physical 
dimensions of the analyzer.* The entrance and exit of the analyzer were 
defined by 0.05 inch slits which corresponded to a theoretical resolving 
power of approximately 200. It was possible to increase the resolving 
power to 1000 by usi ng 0.01 incH slits. However, this caused the beam 
current entering the ioniza t ion chamber to be overly sensitive to instabil-
ities in the kevatron energy. 
The deflection plates were ,opera ted at equal and opposite potentials 
s upr lied by a variable regulated , r-f type voltage supply. The regulator 
maintai ned the potential difference between the plates constant to .within 
0.01 percent for ~riods of several hours after an appropriate vJann-up 
pe riod. The analyzer voltage was determined ,by means of precision voltage 
dividers . connected in parallel with each deflection plate. Each voltage 
divider consisted of a 20 megohm • precision resistance stack in series with 
a 775 ohm precision resistor; a potentiometer (Leeds & Northrup type 7551) 
was used to mea sure the voltage drop across these resistors. Fig. 3 s hows 
a schematic diagram of the meas~rQng circuit. The over•all calibration 
constant for the electrostatic a~alyzer, computed frcm the physical di-
mensions of the deflection plates and the ratio of the voltage divide r, 
was 348 ,700 with respect to the voltage difference between points A on 
the two dividers. 
D. · Ionization Oliamber · -, .. 
1. Construction 
The low pressures at which the ionization chamber was ope rated due 
t o the open lvindow, required that the chamber be rather large in order to 
stop t he i ons investigated. The extreme case was that of protons in 
hydrogen. The expe_:;-j,Inent?l.. data. of Cook, Jones, and Jorgensen (53) 
indicated that the range of a 241 kev proton in hydrogen vwuld be 73.9 em 
a t a pressure of 10 mrn Hg. Since the lowe 'r~ energies were of the greatest 
inte rest and the stopping powers of the other gases used were greater, a 
chamber vli'th an effective stopping length of 75 em vJas considered suff icient 
to stop all ions of interest. ' 
A schema tic drawing of the i onization chamber and the differential 
pumping section is shown in Fig. 4. The ionization chamber was cylindrical 
*This constant was being ch~cked at the time of 'writing by Phipps (52) 
using the 163 kev resonance in the &1-l(p,r) reaction. 
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vli th a diarne ter of 10 inches and an over-all length of 41 inches, and was 
constructed mostly of brass. The stainless steel outer electrode was 9 
inches in diameter and L.O inches long, being insulated from the chamber 
vJalls by fluorothene rings. The end of the outer electrode next to the 
differential pumping section fitted upon the aperture assembly (not shown 
in Fig. 4) and thereby was completely closed except for a 0.0625 inch 
hole by wbich the beam entered. The other end was only partially closed 
-vrith a ring hav ing an inside diameter of 7 inches. The outer electrode 
could be easily removed from the chamber by first removing the end plate 
of the chamber. An electrical connection was made to the outer electrode 
by way of a vacuum tight fluorothene feed-through insulator in the chamber 
wall. Fluorothene was used for electrical insulation throughout the chamber 
because of its high resistivity, low vapor pressure, and ~_;-cod machinability. 
1\.ro different center electrodes were used during the investigationso 
One vras mad e of aluminum, 0.25 inch in diameter >vith a 0.5 inch diameter 
s phere on the end. However, for the final studies in nitrogen and argon, 
the part extending into the effective stopping region 1-ras made of stain-
less steel, 0.125 inch in diameter vJith a 0.25 inch diameter sphere on the 
end. This stainless steel part telescoped into a 0.25 inch diameter aluminwn 
support vJhich extended nearly half the length of the chamber. The smaller 
diameter electrode gave better multiplication for proportional counter 
operation and still permitted saturation to be attained when the chamber 
was used' for current measurements. The center electrode wa s supported 
from the end plate by means of a fluorothene feed-through insulator. 
This electrode was located one inch off the axis of the chamber so 
it would not be directly in the path of the ion beam. The other end 
of tffi center electrode was 2.5 inches from the end of the outer elec-
trode and vJas supported from the top of the outer electrode by means of a 
silk thread. The feed-through insulator supporting the center electrode 
<va s shielded from the radiation and light in the chambe r by a 3 inch 
diameter a luminum disc fitted on the coupling directly in front of ito 
Openings were provided in the chamber walls for connections to an 
ionization gauge, a manomete r, a gas purifier, and for direct evacuation 
throueh the differential pumping section. Teflon gaskets were generally 
used vrhere demountaple vacuum seals were required. A heating element wa s 
wound around the outside of the chamber to facilitate outgassing during 
evacuation. The chamber and differential pumping section we re supported 
by means of a ca r riag3 constructed of angle iron. One inch diameter bolts 
in the base of the carriage 1-Jere used to level and adjust the height of 
the chamber. 
2 . Aperture 
The aperture assembly is shown in detail in the dravring of Fig. 5. 
The errl of the outer electrode was about 0.125 ind1 from the aperture 
plate a nd insulated from it. In order to collect all of the ionization 
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produced in the gap between the aperture and the outer electrode, it was 
necessa ry to apply a potential of a few volts to the outer electrode. An 
insulated beam stop with a 0.03 inch diameter hole, mounted 0.187 inch in 
front of the aperture, provided a means of monitoring the incident beam. 
In the design of this assembly an attempt was made to keep the energy loss 
at a minimum in the re gions where the ionization could not be collected, 
s uch as in the · aperture itself. The diameter ~. O£ the hole in the outer 
electrode -vras made large enough so that essentially all the ions passing 
through the aperture would also pass through the hole in the outer elec-
t rodeo Calculations of the elastic scattering of 50 kev protons in argon 
a t a pressure of 10 mm Hg indicated that less than 2.4 percent of the 
protons were lost in the region between the aperture and outer electrode. 
The alignment of the aperture and the beam stop was found to be ex-
trAroely critical. This tedious task of alignment 1'11as accomplished by 
si ghting through the aperture assembly toward the small filament li,n a 1.5 
volt lamp which was held in front of the exit slit of the electrostatic 
analyzer. The f i nal adjustments in the position of the chamber and 
differentia l ' pumping section were made after the chamber had been assembled 
and a beam had been deflected into it. 
3~ Differential pumping 
The flow of gas through the aperture necessitated the use of differ-
ential pumping between the ionization chamber and the high vacuum system 
of the electrostatic analyzer. This permitted the chamber to be operated 
a t pr essures up to 10 mm Hgo The differential pumping section was evacu-
ated with a Nat i onal Research H-6 diffusion pump, type 104, Hhich had a 
pumping speed of a pproximately 600 1/sec at a pressure of one micron Hg. 
The variation of t he pressure in the differential pumping sect i on with 
t he pressure in the ionization chamber is illustrated by the graph in 
Fi g. 6 f or argon gas. 
A liquid nitrogen cold baffle was installed i n the differential pumping 
se ct i on to reduce the concent ration of pump oil in the vicinity of the 
aperture. This baffle -vm s necessary to prevent the aperture from becoming 
stopped 1-Jith d ropl ets of oil. Its construction was similar to the cold 
trap de s cr i bed by Miller (54) and >vas supported from the top of t he 
di f fe rential pumpinG section by tvm stainless steel f illing tube s . Both 
a Pirani and a n i on gauge vrere at t ac hed to t he pumping section f or measure-
ment of the pressure in it. 
The i on beam en t e r ed the pumping sect i on through a lon g projecting 
tube, O. 75 inch i n d i ameter . At the end of t he tube t he r e -vms a canal, 
0.125 inch in diameter and 1 inch long. The entrance and exit of the 
tube Here defined by beam stops with holes 0.125 and 0.05 inch in diameter, 
respective~. The purpose of this proj e cting tube was to extend the 
high vacuum path of t he ion beam. 
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4" Gas filling system 
The gas fiHing system is illustrated by the schematic diagram in 
Fig .. 7. The ga s from the tank passed through a dry ice cold trap and u-Ja s 
admitted into the chameer by means of a thennal valve similar to the one 
described by Billings and Bossman (55). The ga s entered the chamber 
t h rouGh "· hot calcium purifier ope rated at 300 to 350 degrees C (used 
only fo r argon gas). A drm-ring of the purifier is shmm in Fi co G. 
It consisted of a vertical stainless steel tube with connections to the 
chamber at the bottom and top so that •·rhen the tube ,,ras heated con-
vection currents caused the ga s in the chamber to circulate through it. 
Between the heated section and the openings goinc into the char:1ber, short 
lengths of the tube VJere machined to a wall thickness of OoOl inch. This 
reduced the heat conduction sufficiently to eliminate the necessity of 
Hater cooling the connections bebveen the purifier and the chamber. The 
new ga s was admitted into the purifier through a small tub:; soldered i nto 
the bottom a nd extending up into the center of the purifier . The basket 
for the pur ifying material 1-ms soldered to the thermometer well and could 
be easily removed through the top of the purifiero 
A charcoal cold trap was also inst&lled in such a manner that tl1e · 
gas in the chamber would circulate through it" However, it proved to be 
improperly designed for the p\ressures at which the chamber v-ms operated 
and 1v-as not used during any of the studies reported herein~ 
5~ Pressure regulator 
An automatic pressure regulating device (56) was develop:~d. to main-
tain a given pressure in the chamber over the long reriods required for 
the measurements. The pl'Bssure monitor is illustrated by t he schen1atic 
dia cra m in Fig. 9· It consisted of an oil manometer, a lisht source, 
and tvro phototubeso VJhen the manometer arms were filled vrith oil they 
acted as cylindrical lenses, focusing the light strongly upon the cathodes 
of the phototubes. Hence, any change in pressure resulte d in more light 
being focused on one cathode and less on the other. Thus, an electrical 
signal Has derived -vrhich v1as approximately proportional to the change in 
pressure. This electrical signal from the phototubes -vms amplified with 
a de amplifier and then used to control the saturating current in a 
saturable core reactor which in tum controlled the power to the thermal 
flov-1 valve as indicated by the block diagram in Fig. lOo A dry ice cold 
trap vras installed between the ionization chamber and the manometer to 
keep oil vapors from entering the chamber. The other arm of the manometer 
1ms evacuated through the differential pumping section. 
6. Electrical fields in chamber 
The cylindrical geometry and eccentricity of the electrodes gave rise 
to hi ghly nonuniform electrical fields in the chamber. The limits for these 
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fields \Jere established by calculating the extreme field strengths at both 
the center and outer electrodes. These calculations -vmre b~se d upon the 
me t hod of ir.mc;e line charges as discussed lJ.Y Smythe (57) and 1rere approxi-
mate in that they assumed electrodes of infinite length. The results of 
the calculations are given in Table 1. 
Table lo J!;lectrical fields in the chamber 
Haximum field at center electrode 1.)0 
NJ.nimum field at center electrode 1.49 
Haximum field at outer electrode 0.0325 
Ninimum field at outer electrode 0.0132 
Naximum f ield at end of center electrode 3.32 
·The values eiven are the electrical fields in volts per em per volt of 
potential difference betv.reen the center and outer electrodes. A very 
approximate calculation Has made to estimate the rnaximum field at the 
end of the center electrode. The value obtained from this calculation is 
s hown as the last entry in Table 1. t 
E. Amplifiers 
The pulses which originated in the chamber t-lhen it was operated as a 
proportional counter were first amplified v.Ti th a minimal noise preamplifier 
simila r to the one described by Enslein and Brainerd (.58,.59). The com-
plete dircuit diagram is shovm in Fig. 11. The original circuit was modi-
fied to reduce the eain to about )00 and to alter the frequency response. 
The frequency response was changed by direct coupling the fourth and fifth 
sta ges and shunting the plate resistor of the fourth stc:ge vii th a small 
capacitor. The ove r-all frequency response after these modifications is 
shovm in Fi go 12. The high gain at lov.r frequencies was undesirable be-
cause of the microphonic signals from the chamber. However, these signals 
were severely attenuated by sharply clipping the signals at the :input of 
the main amplifier. The rms noise of the preamplifier vlith respect to the 
input was about 10 microvolts. 
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The main amplifier was a Los Alamos Model 100 amplifier (49) with 
the input adapted to delay-line clipping. The input of the amplifier 
and the delay-line pulse-shaping network are shown in Figo 13~ The 
parameters in the pulse-shaping net~mrk\were empirically adjusted to 
make the duration of the pulses as short as possible thereby minimizing 
the resolving time of counting. The value of the components used for 
studies in nitrogen and argo-n are given in the diagram. 
F. Scalers 
The pulses from the amplifier were recorded by two scalers operated 
in parallel. One was a binary scaler which had a resolving time of 
approx:imately 0.25 microseconds and a scale factor of 8192. The other 
was a decade scaler with a resolving time of about 1.5 microseconds and 
a scale factor of 10,000. The voltage hysteresis in the discriminator 
of both scalers was about 5 volts. The decade scaler was the one generally 
used for counting during an ionization yield measurement. The two were 
operated in parallel only during the procedure to detennire the proper 
discriminator settings or to merely check their relative perfo1~ance. 
G. Electrometer 
Three different electrometers were used during the course of this 
experiment. : The first one used was a vacuum tube electrometer >vhich em-
ployed a Victoreen 5800 electrometer tetrode at the input. It was a 
dual channel electrometer which had been designed and constructed by the6 Electronic Shop (60). Each channel had seven current ranges between 10-
and lo-12 amperes full scaleo This electrometer was used for much of the 
preliminary work with hydrogen and nitrogen. However, it proved to have 
three significant disadvantages: its lack of stability require~ that the 
calibration be checked and the zero adjusted often; it was slightly non- , 
linear; and its sensitivity was low. A one volt signal was required at ',, 
the input for a full SQale reading. Hence, to. measure currents of the ' 
order of lo-13 to 10-l~ amperes as was done in this work, an input re-
sistance of the order of 1012 ohms was required. Since the car:acitance 
of the outer electrode was about 700 micromicrofarads, the resulting 
time constant at the input of the electrometer was of the orde r of 700 
seconds. 
For the final studies in nitrogen gas a Brown vibrating reed elec~ 
trometer was used. Its sensitivity permitted the use of an input re-
sistance of 1011 ohms; the input time constant was about 70 seconds. 
The noise and zero drift of the elecyrometer corresponded to about 1 mv 
at the input. The measurements for argon gas were made with an Applied ~ . 
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Physics Corp. vibrating reed electrometer, Model 30. Its operation and 
sensitivity were similar to the Brown instrument. However, the noise was 
somewhat less, corresponding to about 0.2 mv. 
The connections to the outer electrode and the inpUt circuit for the 
vibrating reed electrometer are shown in Fig. 14. The-vibrating reed or 
modulated capacitor is designated as Cv. To prevent the electrometer from 
tthunting't it was necessary to install a 600 micromicrofarad damping con= 
denser CD across the input resistor. Teflon was used as the dielectric 
material in this condenser to meet the requirements of low polarization 
and low leakage. 'When the chamber was operated as a proportional counter, 
it was necessary to decouple the ele ctronetef .. from the outer electrode. 
This was accomplished for radio frequencies by using a Victoreen VX-10 
thermal relay to connect a 1 microfarad condenser between the outer elec-
trode and ground. At the same time the input resistor rg was shunted by 
closing the switch s2• 
For both vibrating reed electrometers the quantity which was recorded 
was the feedback voltage ef which was equal to the voltage drop across 
the input resistor. Thus, the current originating in the ionization 
chamber was given by 
i ~!., .ef/rg 
where rg was corrected for leakage through the condenser Cn an::l the 
switch s2 • The leakage throught the insulation resistance of the outer 
electrode was neglected since this resistance was effectively increased 
by a factor equal to the over-all gain in the electrometer amplifier-
feedback loop, approximately 1000. 
The calibration of the electrometer consisted essentially of deter-
mining the effective input resistanceo Three different procedures were 
used. In the first procedurelthe input resistor was removed from the 
instrument and measured on a Spinlab megohm bridge. Thi s proce'dure 
necessarily neglected any leakage in the remainder of the input circuit . 
In the second method a known .current was established by applying a known 
voltage to a measured resistance connected i n series wi th the input of 'd>.e 
electrometer, switch s1 being open. Since the series resistance was 
measured on the same Spinlab bridge, this ne thod was not independent of 
the first. However, it was complementary since it included the effect 
of any leakage through the damping condenser or other parts of the in±:-2·!; 
circuit. 
rn the third procedure the capacitance C 5~. shunting the input rer3is-
tance was charged to an arbitrary potential and then the rate of di s charge 
was detennined by observing the rate of decay of the electrometer feed·· 
back voltage er Thus, the shunting capacitance was initially charged 
to a potential v0 ~nd allowed to discharge to a potential V at time t . 
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The value of the input resistance was then computed from the relation 
whence, 
The capacitance of the damping condenser was measured on a Becco capacitance 
bridgeo This value was combined with the stray capacitance c0 of the input 
to obtain the total capacitance shunting the input resistance. Generally 
the values obtained for r by the three procedures agreed within l per-g 
cent. 
H. Center Electrode Voltage Supply 
Positive center electro~e potentials were supplied by a regulated 
electronic supply which had an output variable from 1000 to 3000 volts. 
Further adjustments of this voltage were made by the voltage divider 
shown in Fig. 15. The negative potentials for the center electrode were 
supplied from batteries connected to a switching arran~ment, also shown 
in Fig. 15. 
V. METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The essential points in the experimental procedure were the adjustment 
of the chamber pressure, the adjustment of the kevatron beam, a~d the 
determination of the three quantities: the energy of the primary ions, 
the rate at which they entered the chamber, and the ionization produced 
by them. The techniques of these adjustments and measurements are 
described in detail below. 
Ao Chamber Pressure 
To change the pressure in the chamber it was necessary to turn off the 
automatic pressure regulator and manually control the thermal leak power. 
The chamber pressure was increased by operating the thermal leak at maximum 
power and adjusting the presru re in the filling system to 20 or 30 psi 
gauge pressure. Under these conditions the chamber pressure increased 
at a rate of 20 to 30 mm of oil per hour. The pressure was decreased by 
turning off the thermal leak power and evacuating the filling ~stem. 
The valve to the pump-out line was then opened slightly, care being taken 
not to overload the diffusion pumpo 
When the chamber pressure reached the desired value, the heater current 
for the thermal leak was set at 0.5 ampere. The pressure in the filling 
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system was then adjusted to about l atmosphere. Under these conditions 
the gas flow was approximately that required to maintain the chamber 
pressure constant. The automatic regulator was then turned on, adjusted, 
and switched into operation. A period of 20 to 30 minutes was required 
for the regulator to stabilize. 
B. Keva t ron Baam 
The energy of the kevatron beam was first estimated by the setting 
of the high voltage auto-transformer. The desired ion component was 
located with the magnetic analyzer and the energy of this compop.ent; was 
measured with the electrostatic analyzero The variable auto-transformer 
in the high voltage fine control circuit was ttien_ used to make the final 
adjustment in the energy while tttracking" the beam with the magnetic and 
electrostatic analyzers. 
The alignment of the beam through the magnetic and electrostatic 
analyzers was accomplished by adjusting the position of the target end of 
the accelerator tube to give a maximum current into the ionization chamber 
for a given set of ion source conditions. Since the ion source was 
operated with the probe and first electrode at the potential of the 
case, the ion source pressure and arc voltage were used to adjust the 
beam intensity. 
After the intensity, alignment, and energy of the ion beam had been 
satisfactorily adjusted, the automatic regulator for the kevatron high 
voltage was switched into operation and adjusted to the proper operating 
level. 
The current to the entrance slit of the electrostatlc analyzer was 
monitored with the vacuum tube electrometer. The output of this elec- ; 
trometer was recorded with an Esterline-Angus recorder which provided 
an indication of the stability of the beam current. 
Co Energy of Primary Ions 
The electrostatic analyzer was relied upon for the determination of 
the energy of the primary ions. The potential difference between the de-
flection plates was measured at the beginning and end of each run and the 
avera~ of the two readings was used to compute the energy of the ions. 
The difference between the two readings was never greater than 0.1 percent. 
At each energy the electrostatic analyzer power supply was balanced so 
that the two deflection plates were at equal and opposite potentials. 
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D. Counting the Primary Ions 
The prima~ particles entering the chamber were detected and counted 
by operating the chamtsr as a proportional counter. The center electrode 
was operated at a positive potential sufficient to produce 50 vol,t pulses 
at the output of the amplifier when i~s gain was approximately lo'. The 
potential at which the center electrode was operated depended upon the 
chamber pressure, the energy of the pi'i.mq,fy ions, an:i the ty:r:e of ga·~· 
The distribution in pulse heights also varied with the energr and the~ 
pressureo The average height and duration of tre pulses were measured 
by observing the pulses on an oacilloscope. 
Fig. 16 shows a photograph of pulses for 75 kev protons in nitrogen 
gas. These pulses were about 8 microseconds long at the base. Fig. 17 
shows a photograph of the pulses produced by 75 kev triatomic hydrogen 
ions in nitrogen. It was not possible to make an ionization yield deter-
mination for this ion component due to its breakup in the aperture. This 
breakup accounted for the three groups of pulses whidl can be seen in the 
photographo The group of largest pulses corresponded to the entrance of 
all three protons into the chamber, the middle group to two protons, and 
the group of smallest pulses represented the entrance of only one proton 
of the triatomic ion. The energy of each proton was approximately one-
third of the total energy of the ion. 
To determine the proper setting for the discriminator of the scaler, 
two scalers were operated in parallel. The discriminator of one was kept 
fixed while the discriminator of the other was varied. Opera ted in this 
manner~ the ratio of the counting rates of the two scalers was not a f fected 
by variations in the beam intensity. When this ratio was plotted as a 
function of the varied discriminator setting1it showed a plateau as 
illustrated by Fig. 18. The discriminator was set to operate near the 
middle of this plateau. The slight slope of the plateau was attributed 
to the change in the resolving time of counting as the discriminator level 
was raised. 
The resolving t i me of counting was estimated by observing the pulses 
on an oscillosccpe. Since the hysteresis in the discriminator of the 
scaler was about 5 volts, the time required for the pulses to rise from 
zero to a maximum and then fall to five volts below the discriminator 
level was taken as the resolving time of counting. The resolving times 
for nitrogen gas were 7 to 10 microseconds and for argon were 15 to 20 
microseconds. Counting rates of 1000 to 3000 ct./sec were used for 
nitrogen and 500 to 2000 ct./sec for argon. In all cases the background 
count was onl y a fraction of a count per second and was neglectedo 
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Fig. 16. Proportional counter pulses for 75 kev protons in 
nitrogen. Pressure, 6 mm Hg; C.E.V., 880 v; 
1270 ot./sec. 
Fig. 17 Proportional counter pulses for 75 kev triatomic 
hydrogen ions in nitrogen. Pressure, 6 mm Hg; 
C.E.v., 880 v; 3570 ct./sec. 
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E. Ionization Current 
The negative ions produced in the chamber were collected on the outer 
electrode by operating the center electrode at a negative potential. This 
ionization v.ras measured as a current with a vibrating reed electrometer. 
The outer electrode was made slightly positive with respect to the chamber 
walls by inserting a small battery between the input to the electrometer 
and the outer electrode. In this way the ionization bet-vreen the outer 
electrode and the aperture was collected and included in the current 
measurement. 
Since the time constant for the electrometer was about 70 seconds, 
a period of 400 seconds was allowed for the electrometer to reach a 
stationa~ reading. The output of the electrometer was recorded with a 
Brown ttElectronik1t recording potentiometer. The ionization current was 
read as the la st point on the trace before the input was shorted prior 
to counting. 
The zero reading of the electrometer was determined by allowing the 
electrometer to read for 20 or 30 minutes with no beam in the chamber. 
The electrodes were operated at the same potentials used for the ioni-
zation measurements. Thus, the zero reading included any leakage current 
or ionization due to cosmic rays or other background radiation. The re-
corder trace -.v-as avera ged over this 20 or 30 minute period and used as 
the zero reading. A zero check was taken at the beginning and end of 
every run. The results of the two zero checks were averaged and this 
average was subtracted from the ionization current readings to obtain 
the true readings. 
F. Sequence of Heasurements 
Fig. 19 shows a block diagram of tre measuring apparatus. First, 
the voltage on the center electrode was adjusted to a negative value 
which collected all of the ionization but gave no multiplication. The 
outer electrode was then ungrounded and the electrometer was allowed to 
record for 400 seconds. The outer electrode was again grounded and the 
center electrode voltage was adjusted to a positive value which operated .·-. 
t he chamber as a proportional counter. The primary ions were counted for 
100 seconds. 
One seriou~ disadvantage of this technique was that the ionization 
current and the primary ion rate were not measured simultaneously. 
Hence, any variation in the incident beam current during the period of 
counting resulted in an error in the ionization yield determination. To 
reduce the effect of fluctuations in the prima~ beam current, the 
sequence of measurements summarized above was repeated 10 to 25 times and 
averaged for each ionization yield determination. The histogram shown in 
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Figo 20 illustrates the distribution in a set of 50 measurements for 200 
kev protons in nitrogen for which CT 5 and <1" 1J1 represent the sample standard 
deviation and deviation in the mean, respechvely. 
VI o AD~USTMENT OF IlA TA AND ERROR ANALYSIS 
The ionization yield and average energy per ion pair v1ere computed as 
follows: The difference between the eleet~ometer reading and the elec-
trometer zero was multiplied by the electrometer calibration factor to 
give the ionization current. The counting rate, the total count divided 
by time of counting, was corrected for coi~~idences. The ionization 
yield per primary particle was then detenn~ned by dividing the ionization 
current by the corrected counting rate. The average energy per ion pair 
was obtained by dividing the energy of the primar.y particles by the 
number of ion pairs produced by each. The uncertainties in the results 
fall into three categories. 
· Ao Uncertainty in :Energy 
The error in the energy determinations was dependent upon the absolute 
calibration and the resolution of the electrostatic analyzer~ The re-
solving power of the instrument was adjusted to approximately 200 for all 
of the final measurements. This gave rise to an uncertainty in the en~rgy 
of 0.5 percent. The absolute calibration was based upon the physical 
dimensions of the analyze:r and was e~timated to be correct to within 1 
percento Accordingly, the over-all error in the energy measurements was 
estimated to be 1 percent. 
It was necessary to correct the energy for loEs in the aperture assembly, 
and, in the case of nitrogen, for loss in the gap between the aperture and 
the outer electrode. These energy loss corrections for protons were ·based 
upon the energy loss cross sections published by Weyl ( 61). The length of 
the aperture was estimated to be Q,.,Ol inch; the pressure in the aperture 
was assumed to be the average of the pressures at the two sides.* The 
energy loss corrections for the aperture were of the order of 0.015 kev 
per mm Hg of chamber pressure. 
Since the measurements in nitrogen were made with the outer electrode 
at the same potential as the chamber walls, it was necessary to correct 
*This assumption was somewhat in error because the flow of gas through 
the aperture was _not completely free-molecular flow. It approached viscous 
flow at the high pressure side and free-molecular flow at the low pressure 
side (62)o Any error in this assumption, however, resulted in only a 
second-order effect since the energy lost in the aperture was a small fraction 
of the t~tal energy of the primar.y ions • 
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for energy loss in the region between the aperture and outer electrode. 
The length of this gap was estimated to be 0.151 inch • . These corrections 
for protons in the energy range of 25 to 250 kev varied from 2.0 to 2o6 
kev for a chamber pressure of 6 mm Hg. 
B. Uncertainty in Current Measurements 
The calibration of the e]ectrameter relied upon measurements with 
capacitance and resistance bridges with accuracies of 1 percent. Further-
more, the results of the three methods of calibration discussed in Section 
IV, G agreed to within 1 percent. According~, the uncertainty in the 
calibration constant was estimated to be 1 percent. 
Additional uncertainties in the current measurements were introduced 
by the zero drift and the noise of the electrometero The combined un-
cert?inties due to these two effects varied from 0.2 X lo-14 to Oo5 X 
lo-14 amperes and were generally less than O_o5 percent of the current 
readingo ' 
C. Uncertainty in Counting Rate~, 
The greatest errors in counting resulted from variations in the beam 
intensity; i. e~, the beam intensity would change after the current was 
read and during the period of counting. As discussed in Section V, F, 
this effect wa s reduced by repeating the sequence of measurements many 
times. For each set of readings a sample standard deviation· was cx>mputed 
and thereby the statistical uncertainty in the mean was determined. · 
Generally, enough readings ~vere taken so that the deviation in the rrean 
was less t han 0.5 percent. Sometimes the beam intensity would drift 
continuously in one direction in which case a small systematic correction 
was made in the data. 
The resolving time for counting varied over the range of 8 to 20 
microseconds depending upon the type of gas · and the center elect rode 
potential. The counting rates ranged from 500 to J OOO cts/sec. Conse -
quently, it was necessa ry to make corrections f9r_,~oincidences . These 
corrections were made in accordance with the relat ion 
. .... ·. 
R = R1/(l- R1T) 
where R is the true particle rate, R1 is the observed counting rate, and 
T is the resolving time o The corrections for coincidences were largest 
for argon, ranging from 1 to 5 percent. 
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Often the beam intensity in the chamber was modulated at 120 cps. 
This, of course, meant that the instantaneous counting rates were higher 
than the average, and the number of coincidences was greater than allowed 
for in the above corrections. An attempt was made to estimate the degree 
of modulation by observing the pulses on an oscilloscope. This estimate 
was very crude and the uncertainty in R1 T was generally about 2.5 percent. 
Throughout the course of the experiment several different decade 
scalers were used. It was found that these scalers had slightly different 
resolving times and sensitivities to noise. In an effort to compensate 
for these differences, the cou~ting efficiency of each decade scaler was 
compared with that of the binary scaler which was used throughout the 
experiment; corrections were made for any differences. These variations 
in counting efficiency we .re always less than · 0 • .5 percent. Exce.pt for 
the uncertainties in the absolute calibration factors, the over-all 
uncertainly in the final results could be reduced by averaging several 
independent determinations. Generally, the over-all uncertainty in the 
final values for ionization yield ranged from 1 • .5 to 2.0 percent. 
~ • . ~·.i~ 
Vli~ RESULTS FOR NITROGEN 
Most of the preliminary data for nitrogen gas were discarded as 
being inconsistent and unreliable in absolute value. This was caused 
by a misalignment of the aperture assembly whereby the protons which 
ent~red the chamber had been scattered from the beam stop in front of 
the aperture. In this scattering process, the protons lost an unknown 
but significant portion of their energy. 
One important observation~which was apparently independent of this 
misalignmen~was the variation of ionization yield with time which elapsed 
after the initial filling of the chamber. This effect is illustrated by 
the curve in Fig. 21. In accordance with the above discussion, the data 
are valid only on a relative basis. 
Some preliminary saturation and multiplicatton studies were made in 
nitrogen using slowed alpha particles from a u23~ source. This source, 
1..rhich had an activity of about 4000 disintegrations per second, was 
placed in the bottom of the outer electrode and covered with a 0.001 
inch layer of aluminum foil. Fig. 22 shows a multiplication curve ob-
tained for nitrogen at a pressure of .5.95 mm Hg. ' The center electrode 
was operated at potentials of 860 to 890 volts when the chamber was used 
as a proportional counter. Fi·g. 23 shows the relative ionization yields 
of slowed alpha particles for both positive and negative center elect1~de 
potentials in the region of saturation. 
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The results of the final measurements o£ the ionization yield of 
protons in nitrogen are presented in Table 2. These measurements were 
all made at a pressure of 6 mm HgQ The saturation characteristics of 
the chamber were investigated for a single proton energy, namely, 200 
kev. This saturation curve is shoWn in Fig. 24. The initial energy of 
the protons is given in the first column of Table 2. The second column 
Table 2. Ionization yield data for protons in nitrogen 
~Y- Yc 
Center .,.e'oul. caul • 
Proton Energy electrode per per 
energy loss potential protfg w Error protog 'We , 
, ke:v kev volts (-) X 10 ev/ip percent X 101 ev/ip 
23 2.20 409 1.016 36.3 3o9 1.116 33.0 
. . i ·:si7 ~ ' 36' 2.39 45 J:~494 38.6 2.7 36~1 
50 2.60 409 2.137 37.5 3.0 2.249 35.6 
75 2.67 109 3o270 36.7 1.8 J .J87 35.5 
100 2.57 409 4-378 36.6 1.8 4. 491 35. 7 
150 2.30 409 6.59 36.5 1.9 6.69 35o9 
200 2.02 325 8.70 36.8 l o7 8. 79 36.5 
250 1.83 409 10.85 36.9 1.8 10.93 36.7 
shows the energy lost by the protons in the ar;e:rt:ure and the gap beb.reen 
the ~~~ure and outer electrode. The potential at which the cente r 
elect,rode was operated during the current. measurements is found in column 
three. The ionization yield Y and the average energy r:er ion pair W a:"E: 
given in columns four and five, respectively, for which no corrections have 
been made for energy loss in the aperture assembly. C~~~ six shows the 
estimated uncertainties for these results due to errors fr. the measuTed 
quantities.. 'Ihe values for ionization yield and average energy per ion 
pair shown in columns seven and eignt~ respectively, have been corrected 
for the corresponding energy losses given in column two . The uncorrected 
values of ionization yield in column four have been plotted in Fig., 25. 
The straight line represents a least square s plot of the points at-"'·75~ 1009 
150$ and 200 kev. The slope of this line corresponds to 36.6 ev r:e :r ion 
pair; it intercepts the energy axis at 0.~10 kev. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS FOR NITROGEN 
In regard to the results for nitrogen eas it should be kept in mipd 
that this study was very preliminary and far from complete. The primary 
purpose of this preliminary investigation was to check the feasibility of 
the exJ:erimental method and to check the r-erformance of the apparatus. 
N~trogen was used so that gas purity would not be too important. 
No attempt vJas made to purify the gas or to check its purity. However, 
the variation of the ioniz'ltion yield with time_,as illustrated in Fig. 21> 
demonstrates that the gas was far from pure. The slow increase in ioni-
zation yield with time is indicative of a leak in the chamber and is 
consistent with an increase in the percentage of oxygen in the gas. A 
comparison of the relative increase with the ionization yield of alpha 
particles in various mixtures of nitrogen and oxygen (16) indicated that 
the equilibrium gas mixture contained approximately 10 percent oxygen. 
Since the measurements for the data plotted in Fig. 21 were made before 
the aperture assembly was properly aligned, the absolute values have little 
significance. After the final measurements in nitrogen were completed, 
the chamber was tested for vacuum tightness and at least two leaks were 
located. Consequently, it can be assumed that the results given for nitro-
gen are actually for a gas mixture with a composition somewhere between 
pure nitrogen and air. 
It should be noted that the results of the inve stiga t ,ion vd th slowed 
alpha particles are for an ionization distribution which is radically 
different from that for a proton beam. Consequently, it is possible 
that any conclusions in regard to saturation and multiplication may not 
be valid for a proton beam. There are, however, several observations 
worthy of note. From the multiplication curve in Fig. 22 it can be seen 
that the multiplication factor for proportional counter operation was 
about lOQ There are two noteworthy points illustrated in Figo 23. The 
first is the difference in the s~ape of the saturation curves for negative 
and positive center electrode potentials. For negative potentials the 
curve rises more slowly at the beginning but the saturation region extends 
over a greater voltage range. This latter difference occurs because 
relatively few of the electrons produced in the ionization processes 
enter the high field region around the center electrode in the case of 
negative potentials. Multiplication and breakdown are finally brought 
about by secondary emission produced by positive ion bombardment of the 
center electrode. The difference in the rising parts at the beginning of 
the saturation curves was probably caused by space charge effects. Space 
charge effects in cylindrical ionization chambers have been discussed by 
Lapsley (63) and his conclusions seem to confinn the above observations. 
• 
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The second point of interest in Fig~ 23 is the difference in the 
saturat i on values of ionization current for positive and negative potentials. 
Thi s difference was also noted for a proton beam. No completely satis-
factory explanation has been given for this phenomenon. A similar asymme-
try has been discussed by Greening (64) on the basis of the emission of 
electrons from the surfaces of the electrodes. However, his arguments 
lead to an effe ct which has a polarity opposite to that observed in Fi g. 
23. The experimental data for cylindrical ionization chambers discussed 
by Lapsley (63) showed an asymmetry similar to that observed in the 
present experiment. He offered no explanation for this asyrrnnetry3 but 
it appears that space charge effects might account for it. 
The incompleteness of the final studies of the ionization yield of 
protons in nitrogen left several significant uncertainties in the results. · 
First3 saturation was investigated at only one energy. The difference in 
the value obtained for the average energy per ion pair at energies of 23 
kev and 36 kev indicated that there may have been some multiplication 
around the end of the center electrode. A small percentage of multiplication 
in this region would not seriously affect the results for 200 kev protons. 
For energies below 50 kev, this multiplication would directly affect the 
results because most of the ionization would be produced near the end of 
the center electrode. Secondly, there was some question as to what 
co r rection should be made for the ionization lost in the gap between the 
aperture and outer electrode. It was probable tha.t some of this ioniza-
t i on was collected by the field which extended through the hole in the 
outer electrode. Furthermore? there would have been a natural diffusion 
of ions to the outer electrodes from this region. Undoubtedly~ SS!I!~ -·~or~ 
recti on is necessary for the data plotted in Fig. 25. The final results 
should fall somewhere between the uncorrected and fully corrected values 
given in Table 2. 
Subsequent studies in argon have indicated that a pressure of 6 mm Hg 
was not sufficient to stop the higher energy protons. Protons with energies 
above 150 kev were probably losing part of their energy to the electrodes 
of the chamber and the values of ionization yields for these energies may 
be too low. Only the four points between 75 and 200 kev were used in the 
least squares plot of the data because of the large uncertainties for 
energies outside of this range. At lower energies the loss in the aperture 
assembly became an appreciable part of the total energy and at higher 
energies the loss to the electrodes may have been appreciable. The slope 
of the least squares plot and the corresponding value of W' should be reQ 
lied upon only as an order of magnitude since the systematic effects which 
were present were probably greater than the random uncertainties specified 
for these quantities. Even so, there is relatively good agreement between 
t he value of W' obtained in the present experiment and the value of W 
commonly reported for alpha particles in nitrogen, namely, 36.3 ev/ip 
(11,16,19)o It is also of interest to note the smallness of the differ-
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ences bet ween t.his value of W and those reported by Jentschl(e (32) and 
Gerthsen (33) for protons in air, namely y ;.9 and 36 ev /ip, .respectivt'lly . 
From this comparison it appears that the air contamination in the gas 
did not seriously affect the results of the present measurements. The 
value given for E0 in Fig. 25 is of little significance because of the 
large lli~certainties in the data. 
IX. RESULTS FOR ARGON 
A more precise study was made of the ionization yieJ.d of protons in 
argon. The characteristics of the chamber were studied in detail i n an 
effort to account for the many variations observed in the data . First 
it was necessary to ascertain that all of the ionization produced i~ the 
chamber was collected. This was done by measuring the i onization yield 
as a function of the center electrode potential. These Eaturation studies 
were made for 50 and 200 kev protons. Some of the saturation cu1~es ob-
tained are displayed in Figs. 26, 27, 28, and 29 . It should be noted that 
the average energy per ion pair has been plotted rather than the usual 
ionization yield. This was done as a means of normalizing the data wh:~ch 
was necessary because the energy varied slj_ght.ly for each d.et.ennina t:Lor- . 
The collection of the ionization i n th~ gap between the a:;r.3 ::-·i:.u:re and 
outer electrode was also investigated. Thi.s st'..ldy wa s ma.de B.t lmv em'lrgies 
because the total ionization became more sensitive to the ionization p;.'C-
duced in this gap. The ionization yield of 50 kev protons was m·3asu.red 
for seyeral different values of outer elect:':'ode potentiCl.l . T.h . results 
for th:::ee different pressures are shown in TabJ. J . The values of io:aiza-
tion yield per proton are given in column four. The l ast colum..11 sho1-1S 
the corresponding values of average energy per ion pair fc:;:- whic.~:. tte uncer-
tainties do not :include the estimated errors in tl:e abs·:,lute ca.JJ.bration 
factors for the electrostatic analyzer and electrometer. 
Lt was also ne cessary to establish that no prima.ry ions Nero lest to 
the electrodes. This -v;as accomplished by measuring t!J.e ioniza:tio:>~ ;yle).d 
as a function of the pressure. The r esult s cf t.hese investigat.~_'IJJ.P· were 
illustrated by the curves in Fig. 30. 
The final values for the ionization yield of protons in argon were 
generally the average of several determinat,ions . Sir:.ce the accurac:r of 
"the determinations varied considerably, the values used in obtatl'.l.ing the; 
averages were weigh ted accordingly. In· choosing the fir.al valr.ee; careful 
consideration was given to the results of the saturation and pressure 
studies. The final results for the ionization yield of protor~s :Ln argon 
are given tn Table 4o For each energy studied both the ionizat:J.on yield 
"' 
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Table 3. Ionization yield of 50 kev protons for various outer electrode 
potentials 
y 
Outer Center coul. 
Chamber electrode electrode per 
pressure potential potential pro tog w 
m.rn Hg volts ( +) volts (-) X 101 evLiE 
4.46 0 137 2. 784 28.77..! ·37 
4.46 1.5 137 2.869 27.92 .:!: .28 
4.46 3.0 137 2.869 27.92 .:!: .J6 
6.50 0 137 2. 724 29.41.:!: p39 
6.50 1.5 137 2.922 27.41! .29 
6.50 3.0 223 2.924 27.39.:!: .37 
8.79 1.5 223 2.865 27.96 .:!: .26 
8.79 3.0 223 2.876 27.85.:!: .30 
8. 79 4.5 223 28.92 27.70.:!: o27 
and average energy per ion pair are given. The ionization yields are 
plotted in Fig. 31. The straight line represents a weighted least 
squares plot of the data and has a slope corresponding to 26.5 + 0.5· 
ev/ip. The least squares plot intercepts the energy axis at 1.4 + 0.9 
kev indicating a slight ionization defect for protons. -
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Tabla ~v I onization yield of protons in argon 
Ioni~ation yield 
Average energy per 
Proton energy ion pair 
kev coul.LEroton x 1016 ev 
25 L4SS .!, o026 27 o52 ..:!: o49 
so 2e879 ,! , 044 27 . 82.:!: Q43 
100 So957 .:!:, o1Jl~ 26.,89 .! .. 51 
150 8o923 ,! ol4S 26,93 .:!:. .,44 
200 12 .. 04 .!?ul8 26~61 + ohO 
250 15.26 + o25 26o25 ,:!: c4J 
-
Xo DISCUSSION OF RESULTS FOR ARGON 
Although no careful test was made of the gas purity, there was no 
evidonce of significant contamination., The chamber was Hlled v.r i .th tank 
argon supplied by the Matheson Company a nd was reported to have a purity 
of 99 o99 percent" The chamber was filled througb. the hot calcium purifier 
as described in Section IV, D~ 4.. The rise tim0s of the proportional 
counter pulses ' '-'ere much longer for argon than for nitrogen " An appreci-
able nitrogen or carton dioxide contamination would have noti ceabJy de-
creased these r:Lse time so However, upon filliP_g the chamber vJi tb.. new r;a s 
there was no detectabl e change in the rise time of the pulses;~ the multi-
plication, or ionization yieldc On the basis of these observations lt 1-.ras 
concluded that the gas purity was at least 99 oO percent" 
The cylindrical geometry and highJ.y nonuniform electrical fields in 
the chamber made it difficult to attain saturationo The degree of diffi.,. 
culty depended upon the spatial dis_tribution of the ionization~ This 
distribution varied with the energy of the protons and the pressure in the 
chamber.., The spatial distri1::ution of the io,pization produced b a gas 
by a collimated beam of heavy ions has been studied by Evans, Stier~ 
and Barnett (65) and by Cook, Jones, , al.ld Jorgensen (66) ., The results of 
the former ir.vestiga tion indicated the attenuation of the beam of ions was 
: 
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approximately exponential in the axial direction and approximately Gaussian 
in the lateral direction. The over-all distribution of ionization in space 
was represented by an empirical formula of the type 
C ~· e-(AR + Br2 /R2) 
where C is the ionization density; A and B are constants; R and r are the 
axial and lateral distances of a given point from the point of entry of the 
beam. The lateral spread of the ionization increases with energy causing 
a greater portion of the ionization to be produced near the outer electrode. 
In this extended region the fields are weak and, consequently, the region 
is difficult to saturate. Thus, in the present exfX:lriment it was more 
difficult to saturate the chamber for 200 kev protons than for 50 kev. The 
experimental saturation curves seem to mnfinn these conclusions. The curve 
in Fig. 27B for 50 kev protons presents strong evidence of saturation to 
within l percent. The saturation curves for 200 kev protons are less 
definite although this is partially because fewer points were plot ted. 
Even so, at a pressure of 8.96 mm Hg at which the final measurements were 
made, the chamber was assumed to be saturated to within l percent on the 
basis of the curve in Fig. 29B. 
The data in Table 3 indicated that an outer electrode potential of 1.5 
to J.O volts was adequate to collect all of the ionization produced in the 
gap between the aperture and outer electrode. It ;.ras assumed, therefore, 
that the correction for· loss in the aperture itself was the only ornne~ 
cessary for the energy of the protons. This correction was at most only 
0.13 kev and so was not important. 
Undoubtedly, . some of the primary ions were lost to the center electrode 
and at sufficiently low pressures some were lost to the outer electrode. 
This loss to the electrodes decreased as the pressure was increased which 
accounted for the negative slofX:l of the pressure curve in Fig. JOB. Even 
at the maximum pressure there was still possibly significant loss to the 
electrodes. To estimate this loss it was necessary to knovJ the scattering 
of the primary ions. Multiple scattering was involved which is difficult 
to calculate. However, to estimate the scattering of the primary ions it 
was possible to use the ionization density contours for protons in argon 
·published by Cook, et al. (66). Using these data and the above empirical 
equation for the ionization distribution, an approximate calculation was ' 
made of the energy lost to the center electrode by 250 kev protons in argon 
at a pressure of 9 mm Hg. The results established 0.8 fX3rcent of the total 
energy of the ion beam as an upper limit for the energy losto The energy 
loss was less at lower energies. 
The pressure curve of Fig. JOA seems to indicate the presence of a 
second effect. The variations were not outside of the uncertainties of the 
data but were, in general, reproducible to sorre degree. The rise in W at 
low pressure was probably caused by loss of protons to the electrode as 
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discussed above. However, the increase of W at higher pressure was not 
readily explained. It will be necessary to improve the accuracy of the 
measurements before the existence of this effect can be definite~ con-
firmed. 
It may be possible to attribute the above pressure anomaly to emission 
of electrons from the electrodes. Generally, it is expected that the 
emission from the center electrode of a cylindrical ionization chamber 
will be less than from the outer electrode because of difference in area. 
HovJever, in the present experiment, the density of excited and ionized 
atoms was much greater in the vicinity of the center electrode. As the 
pressure was decreased,the lateral dimension of the ionization envelope 
expanded and surrounded the center electrode with a greater density of 
excited and ionized atoms. This could have increased the emission of 
secondary electrons. Since the center electrode was operated at a nega-
tive potential, this increase in secondar,y emission would have been de-
tected as an increase in the ionization yield. Undoubtedly) secondar,y 
emission from the electrodes existed, but whether it was significant re-
mains to be determined. This effect might account for some of the dif~· 
ferences in measurements of ionization yields by fast (electron collection) 
and by slow (total ion collection) chambers. 
Since the velocity of a 200 kev is about the same as that of an 800 
kev alpha particle, it is to be expected that the average energy per ion 
pair for the proton should be about the same as for the alpha particle. 
Investigations (14,11) of the ionization yield of alpha particles in 
a rgon for energies above 1 Mev have indicated the existence of a straight 
line relation between the ionization yield and the energy. The slope of 
this linear function corresponded to 26.4 ev/ip. The present data for 
protons in a r gon seem to fit a straight line and the value obtained for 
W', 26o5 ev/ip, is in good agreement with the above results for alpha· 
particle so The value of lo38 kev for Eo is consistent with Jesse 1 s ~14) 
prediction that the ionization defect, ~f present, should be smalla 
It can be seen in Table 4 that the ave rage energy pEir ion pair 
creases as the energy decreaseso This variation can be interpreted as 
indica ting that the energy loss processes competing with ionization 
becoming more significant. 
are 
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XI. OJNCLUSIONS 
The ionization yield of protons in nitrogen was measured primarily 
as a preliminary check of the feasibility of the experimental method and 
to test the performance of the apparatuso The results of these measure-
ments were subject to large uncertainties and can be relied upon only as 
an order of magnitude. Despite the large uncertainties, the values ob-
tained for the average energy per ion pair are consistent with those re-
ported for alpha particles in nitrogen. 
The measurements of the ionization yield of protons in argon were more 
carefully done and the results can probably be relied upon within the 
uncertainties stated. The relation between ionization and energy seemed 
to fit a straight line and the slope of the line is in good agreement with 
high energy alpha data. The ionization defect for protons in argon is 
probably less than 2 kev. 
Although the characteristics of the ionization chamber were investi-
gated in considerable detail, there remain several phenomena which need 
further studyo The asymmetry in the saturation current for positive and 
negative center electrode potentials needs to be more carefully studied 
and explainedo The variation of ionization yield with pressure remains 
to be verified and also explained. More accurate measurements for satur-
ation curves are needed. In general, all of these phenomena require more 
accurate data. To accomplish this, greater accuracy in the calibration of 
the electrostatic analyzer and electrometer will be necessary and, above 
all, some way is needed to lessen or eliminate the effect of instabilities 
in the primary .ion beamo 
Over all, it is felt that the experimental method has proven to be 
relatively successful and perhaps adequate to continue with an investigation 
of more interesting combinations of ions and gases. Some measurements 
which are particularly of interest at very low energies are: protons in 
hydrogen, protons in helium, and helium ions in helium. It is these simpler 
ions and gases for >vhich theoretical calculations are being made (5,6, 7,8). 
Additional measurements which are of considerable interest are those which 
involve ver,r heavy ions: argon ions in helium and argon ions in argon. 
From these latter studies it may be possible to determine the significance 
of the secondar.y ionization produced by recoil gas atoms. For completeness 
and to satisfy the demands for this fundamental information, all the com-
binations of ions and gases originally proposed should be investigated. 
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